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This newsletter has also been made possible by               www.vandekken-design.nl 
 
From the Chairperson 
During the meetings and presentations we organize, we have found that people are of the opinion                
that helping, in any way, is very important. But even more important is that the money really                 
reaches the poorest people, without huge organizational costs, and without any corruption.            
Famtofam is adamant that there should be absolutely no “rake-offs”. From your monthly             
donation of € 15 to a child the parent or caretaker receives 100%. The overhead is 0%.                 
Famtofam’s existence is based on trust, transparency and correct accountancy. Our auditor’s            
certificate takes care of our financial accountancy and in our reports we show what is done with                 
your donations. Information is to be found on our website, through social media, emails or               
letters. Whether it is about emergency relief or a regular visit, we try to provide you with all the                   
available information. This takes a lot of time, but we consider it crucial. 
  

During this last year, 2019, your trust has enabled us to financially            
support 265 children each month and to supply emergency relief more           
than 60 times to families who were going through a very hard time.             
The Student Scholarship Fund is now supporting 2 students, for which           
we are very grateful.  
This newsletter is also a proof of our transparency. It describes many            
instances of Famtofam’s work, which can only be done because of           
your (financial) generosity and the dedication of our inspired and          
committed volunteers, here and in Armenia.  
 

From the Board 

Much has been realized in 2019. To be able to continue our work in              
2020 we are looking for a volunteer to help us achieve our objectives.             
In our organization the volunteers share many tasks, based on their           
individual abilities and wishes. If you are interested or know someone           
who is, please let us know. Because the more volunteers there are, the             
more can be done to support those children in Armenia who need us             
most. 
  
Last month Zara (our contact person in Gyumri) informed us that she is leaving Famtofam. The                
reason is that she is pregnant and we warmly congratulate her and her husband on this joyful                 
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news. We also thank her very much for her dedication over many years. We shall come back to                  
this in some detail when we are next in Armenia. 
 
 
On the way to a better life (Kristine) 

In order to further develop the town of Gyumri         
various events were held in 2019. I would like to          
describe three of them to you.  
In Armenia there is an organization by the name of          
“Gyumri without makeshift shelters”. Every year      
they organize various events whereby they raise       
money to buy an apartment for families who live in          
containers. During this year a large jigsaw puzzle        
photo was made and each piece of this puzzle was          
sold for 1,000 Dram (€ 2). After the sale of 15,000           

pieces two flats were bought. This resulted in much happiness for the two families chosen to live                
in them. 
 
At the end of this year a new “TUMO” centre was opened in the old,               
renovated historical 1st theatre. A TUMO centre provides many         
teenagers with the opportunity to learn and experience a lot about           
technology and design. 
 
Last year Gyumri experienced a great improvement in tourism. We received many more visitors              
from other countries and from other regions of Armenia. But, alongside this good news, there are                
still unfortunately many families living in great poverty, families who live in shocking conditions              
in containers and who are aided by Famtofam. Families who hope that one day it will be their                  
turn to be able to live in better conditions. Gyumri is a happier place because of these events, and                   
thus hope for a better life is given to the inhabitants.  
 
Report from the Membership Aministration 

As a sponsor it is always pleasant to receive a reaction from a child who is being sponsored.                  
Once a year our contact people Zara, Kristine and Karine visit all the children who are in the                  
sponsor programme. As a result of this visit these ladies write a report or letter about the                 
situation in each family at that moment. It is sometimes quite difficult for our contact person to                 
write an original report. This is because it is sometimes difficult to persuade a child to talk, and                  
thus a letter can occasionally be a simple summing up of facts, just as in the previous year.                  
Therefore various photos are included with the report. In most cases this will be done by email.                 
Some sponsors receive information by post. If you do receive information by post but do have an                 
email address will you please let me know this email address (ledenadministratie@famtofam.nl )?            
If we send information by email we can save on costs.  
Occasionally I am asked by sponsors if they can send a card or a packet to the sponsored child.                   
This is understandable. However, we advise against doing this as parcels or cards often do not                
arrive. It is possible ,though, to send a message or a wish to me, and I will see to it that it gets to                        
the right address through our contact person.  
It is good to feel your involvement. This gives us the energy to continue with our work in                  
Armenia.  
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Poverty after the Velvet Revolution (Zara) 

According to official statistics published in 2017, a third of the population of Armenia lives in                
poverty. After the destructive earthquake of 1988 the province of Shirak (where Gyumri is              
situated) became the poorest region in Armenia. Almost half the population here lives in poverty.               
The poverty percentage in this province in 2014 was 44% and in 2016 45%. Each Armenian                
government has promised to fight poverty and each government has failed to do so. In the last 10                  
years poverty has risen from 27% to 30%.  

 
Last year Nikol Pashinyan was named      
prime minister as a result of the “velvet        
revolution” and on behalf of the people.       
The new government has once again said it        
will fight poverty, but has made no firm        
promises to this end. “The government is       
persuaded that the peaceful velvet     
revolution has generated positive    
economical and investment expectations”. 
 
 

Since then those who live in poverty have been hoping for a better future. They are certain that                  
the new government will create new work opportunities because the most important thing in              
anyone’s life is to be able to work and earn one’s own living. The poor in the community highly                   
value the support they receive from foreign NGO’s, which includes of course Famtofam. It has               
helped (and still helps) many people over many years. The poor are therefore not alone in their                 
problems and that knowledge helps them survive. 
 
 
News from Gyumri: close down boarding schools in Gyumri 

At the beginning of November the Armenian       
government decided to close all boarding      
schools. The money thus saved will be used        
to increase the number of crisis centres and        
foster families. The Ministry of Work and       
Social Services says that the aim of the        
government is to provide care and      
upbringing for all children within the family.       
A ministerial study has shown that most       
children in boarding schools were there      
because of social-economic problems within     
their family.  
 
 
Many Famtofam children attend boarding     

school during the week because insufficient care can be taken of them at home (no money for                 
food or drink, for transportation to school, etc.). What this will mean to them is unclear at the                  
moment. We will keep an eye on events.  
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Baking cakes for Famtofam 
For many years the F2F Kadosjop has busied itself with          
the sale of 2nd hand things. These objects were bought          
in second-hand shops, neatly packed and, with a        
Famtofam sticker on them, sold in aid of Famtofam.         
Less and less interest has been shown for this over the           
last few years and so we have had to think of something            
else and the following idea eventuated: volunteers are        
asked to bake cakes so we can sell them for € 5 each             
during our presentations. An appeal for volunteer bakers        
was made on the website www.Eastermar.nl and in the         
village newspaper and resulted in almost 30 bakers        
joining in. The wonderful thing is that young and old          
are enthusiastically taking part. Our youngest and oldest bakers come from the same family,              
Sinne van der Veen is the youngest and her great-aunt Anne Veerman (88) is the oldest. 
And it results in the most fantastic cakes, varying from mini cakes to banana-date cake, from                
bundt cake to apple pie and from spice cake to cupcakes. It is unbelievable how creative people                 
are. In the 2nd half of October we held three presentations: for PCBschool Anjum, PCOB de                
Westereen and Passage Akkrum. So we called on our bakers three times, with great success. In                
total 61 cakes were baked and they sold very quickly. This raised € 305, which was a wonderful                  
result.  
 
Famtofam’s Presentations (Elle Hoekstra) 

 
The Famtofam foundation gives presentations to clubs,       
other foundations, church groups, seniors clubs, etc.,       
about its work. In the presentation we use sheets and it           
lasts about 2x30 minutes. We cover our work area,         
how Famtofam originated and the work we do: the         
support of underprivileged children. Attention is also       
paid to the organisation’s financial structure and the        
controls that have been established to ensure that        
everything ends up in the right place.  
 

 
We are always accompanied by our F2F Kadosjop, which runs actions with the aim of raising                
funds. The activities are extremely varied – from drawing lots from a “bow umbrella” to the sale                 
of cakes to the raffling of a fresh roulade supplied by top butcher Otte Boersma from Eastermar.                 
Attending a presentation is always free (even for any expenses we make). A donation to our                
work is of course always welcome.  
 
If you have any questions, or if you wish to plan a presentation, please contact our PR and                  
Communications Board Member, Mr Elle Hoekstra, on 06-11347752 or by email at            
communicatie@famtofam.nl . 
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Rounding off the School Project De Wrâldpoarte-Hatsik 

In our previous newsletter we reported in       
depth on our visit to the school in Hatsik. This          
school has been partly renovated (two rooms)       
with money from the school and protestant       
congregations of Garyp and of     
Achlum/Hitzum.  
After our visit in 2018 the Armenian       
government made the surprising decision to      
make available € 125,000 to complete the       
restoration of the rest of the school. No doubt         
the publicity our aid project received in       
Armenia led to the government finally      
deciding to follow up on its many promises to         
actually do something about the miserable      
conditions in the school.  
 
As promised we returned last year to the Wrâldpoarte in Garyp to report on how the funds they                  
had collected had been spent. The children were shown pictures and a film of all the good things                  
we had been able to do. (The film can be viewed on our website              
https://www.famtofam.nl/nieuws/famtofam-in-het-nieuws ) 
As a memory of the action taken by the children, the pupils of Hatsik presented the Wrâldpoarte                 
with two works of art. This project was thus brought to a successful conclusion. Again we were                 
able to give direct aid where it was most needed. All praise to the children in Garyp. 
 
 
A Christmas gift reminder 

Over the years we have developed the tradition of giving all sponsored children in Armenia a                
Christmas gift. This involves raising more funds. 
At present we sponsor 265 children. If each child were to receive the amount of the monthly                 
sum, it would mean that an extra € 4,000 would be needed. Therefore we ask you, as in previous                   
years, to help us make this possible. If you wish to take part in this fund-raising activity, please                  
donate at least € 15, but more is of course welcome.  
 
You can this in two ways: 

1. Your donation can be directed to the child you sponsor. Please add the description              
“Christmas gift child” and the number of your child.  

2. If your donation is a general gift for all the children, please write “General gift”. 
 

We sincerely hope that again this year there are many people who are prepared to join in with                  
this Christmas charity action. Can we count on you? 
 
Bank account number:  NL 62 RABO 0392 3257 21 
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Finances 

Thanks to our sponsors 2019 has been, financially, a worry free year. We were able to fulfill all                  
of our commitments. We were also able once again to give aid in the form of food and fuel to                    
these in acute need. Pleasing was also the fact that more and more sponsors were prepared to                 
extend their financial donation to lighten this need. Every year the sum total of donations is                
surprising. In the beginning of the year, for example, we received the sum of € 3,140 from CSG                  
Anna Maria van Schurman in Franeker. This was our share of the amount raised through charity.                
From the Lions in Joure we received € 1,500.  
 
Meanwhile, CBS De Twirre in Eastermar is busy saving up for next year’s school project in                
Artik, for which we have already received around € 1,500. These are just a few impressive                
examples, but we are happy with any amount we received from about 100 donors.  
Thank you, everyone. 
 
Primary school De Twirre is saving up for School 4 in Artik.  

Primary school De Twirre has been saving for Famtofam since September 2018. The aim is that                
these funds will be used to help a poor school in Armenia. Recently we have discovered a very                  
neglected school in Artik. This is a town of 20,000 inhabitants 25 kilometers south-east of               
Gyumri, which is the city central in our work area. There are five primary schools in Artik and                  
the school that will benefit from this savings action of De Twirre is “School 4” (in Armenia                 
primary schools have no name but a number). The school has 143 pupils, a few less than De                  
Twirre. In September 2019 we received photos of it, which we showed to all the children of De                  
Twirre to make them aware of how poor School 4 is and how urgently it needs their support. We                   
could then tell the children how much money they had raised in the first year (school year                 
2018-2019): the huge amount of € 1,378. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In the meantime we have visited School 4 in Artik and have had a discussion with its principal.                  
We were able to walk around the school and so see for ourselves just how poverty stricken it is.                   
A video has been made of this visit which shows clearly how badly our help is needed:                 
https://youtube/Cye4AvSE64w. 
The children of De Twirre have again been encouraged to continue with their good work so that                 
Famtofam can continue to do good things for School 4 with the money they are saving. As                 
promised all that we do there will be recorded on film and photos, which will then be shown to                   
all at De Twirre.  
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Artik primary school 4 (Karine) 

There are 30 employees at the school, of whom 23 are           
teachers, and the others work in administration, cleaning,        
security, etc.  
 
The school is supported by the government, that is to say,           
it receives AMD 124,000 for each pupil per year. The          
total annual budget is therefore dependent on the number         
of pupils. The employees are paid from this sum, as are           
all other costs, such as heating, electricity, etc., but this          
budget is not enough to also pay for teaching materials. 
 
 
 
 
 

This is what the school principal, Nune Grigoryan, has to say: 
“Artik Primary School 4 is considered to be one         

of the oldest schools in the city. It was very well known            
and has produced famous lawyers, doctors and artists.        
For a long time now the school has been suffering from           
a serious shortfall in government funding. As a result         
the school is in a very poor state. At the moment there            
are 143 pupils and we hope that we will grow. Despite           
the poor condition of the school we do our utmost to           
provide the children with the best possible education.        
We do what we can with what we have in our own            
strong points. But for that which we cannot do, we are           
dependent on organizations that can help us in one way          
or another. At the moment there is a lot that needs to be             
done. Our highest priority is the renovation of windows         
and frames, but actually the whole building is in need of           
restoration. The computers are old and no longer        
usable, and in the modern world it is impossible to          
function without computers. Not only to be able to teach          
the children, but also to do the school administration.         
But we also need school furniture, we actually need everything, you only have to see the state of                  
the school to realize that. Even gymnastics is difficult to teach. We have to teach in these terrible                  
conditions and we are doing our best. We do it with great devotion, we stand for our                 
professional standards. If the conditions were better, school results would improve, parents            
would be satisfied and the number of pupils would increase so that our funding would improve.                
In good conditions the process of learning itself would be pleasurable, our pupils would be               
happy to go to school.” 

 
This is the hope of Nune Grigoryan, the school principal.  
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The Famtofam Scholarship Fund 

The first scholarship student is Manya Petrosyan. She began her          
studies in Psychology in November 2018. During this first year we           
have been able to establish that the procedures as we had planned            
them have worked well. Our study supervisor (Zara) could thus begin           
with supervising Manya and on our behalf keep contact with her and            
the university. Manya finished her first year with good results and           
has begun her second year.  
 
 
 

In September 2019 the second scholarship student       
started her studies. Moreover, another three young       
people have been selected who may receive student        
scholarships. If everything goes according to plan they        
will finish secondary school in 2020 and then a definite          
decision will be made as to their eligibility for a student           
scholarship. We are pleased that this scholarship fund        
satisfies a need, and gives direct aid to these students.  
 
 
Raising Funds for the Scholarships 

Now that the first two students have received a scholarship the           
financing of the scholarships needs to be finalized. As stated last           
year, a sponsor was found for the first student. We are looking            
for more sponsors who will financially adopt a student by          
paying the student fees for four years (€ 750 a year).  
Famtofam has developed a project plan to persuade potential         
sponsors to financially support the student scholarship fund.        
This project plan explains what the Scholarship Fund consists         
of, how much money is needed and what guarantees will be in            
place to ensure that the money goes to the right place.  
If you know of people or organizations that could possibly be           
interested in helping, please let us know. Do not be afraid to ask             

our board member, Mr Elle Hoekstra, for the project plan (communicatie@famtofam.nl). We            
will happily send it to you. We could also come and present the project plan. We trust that                  
together with our sponsors and sympathizers, we shall succeed in raising the necessary funds.              
Can we count on you? 
 
Finally 

The Famtofam volunteers wish you a Blessed Christmas and a happy New Year. 
 
Zara Tosunyan, Elle Hoekstra, Willemien de Jong, Kristine Mkhitaryan, Wietze van der Molen, 
Jantsje Hoekstra, Karine Arevshatyan, Nelleke Roelfsema en Gjalt Voolstra.  
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